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A Fast-Reading, High-Resolution
Voltmeter that Calibrates ltself
Automatically
Although it has 1-p.V resolution and integrating capability-
usefulfor high-accuracy measurements onthe lab bench-
this new voltmeter makes 24 readingslsecond working
on the HP interface bus---a boon for systems users.
Real'time autocalibration and the ability to perform
calculations on its own readings contribute to its versatility.

by Albert Gookin

Er MERGING NOW IS A NEW generation of test
-U.r instruments that use microprocessor-based logic
for internal control. The microprocessor can give
increased measurement capability while at the same
time making the instrument easier to operate, and
it can also make the instrument easier to calibrate
and maintain.

That is the story behind the new Model 3455A
Digital Voltmeter (Fig. f ). An internal microprocessor
gives this voltmeter the capability of processing its
own readings, thus making it possible to display
temperature, for example, when measuring the cor-
responding voltage output of a thermocouple, or read
the percentage deviation of a reading with respect to
an earlier reading. Easier operation is also obtained,
in this case ease of interfacing it to the HP interface
bus+ for systems use.

Perhaps of greatest significance to most users is the
new voltmeter's real-time autocalibration. which
gives high accuracy and stability at reduced cost and
with simplified calibration and maintenance. Only
two calibration adjustments for dc volts and two for
ohms  a re  needed .  O the r  ca l i b ra t i on  ad jus t -
ments-in the range attenuators and amplifiers-are
automatically and repetitively made while the volt-
meter is in use. The four basic calibration adjustments
are in a plug-in reference module (Fig. 2) that can be
taken to the calibration lab without disturbing the
voltmeter's input connections. The modules are in-
terchangeable, so the voltmeter can continue operat-
ing with a spare reference module replacing the one
removed for calibration.

Basic Performance
Model 3455A Voltmeter measures dc volts, ac volts,

and ohms. Under programmed control, it can make 24

+HP's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975.

P r i n t e d  n U S A

dc-voltage readings per second with 5% digit resolu-
tion and with 60 dB of normal-mode and tOO dB of
common-mode noise rejection (at 60 Hz). * It also has
a slower-reading high-resolution mode that displays
results with 6% digits (except on ac voltages and on
the 0,1-dcV and rOOO ranges). Basic accuracy for dc
volts and ohms is 0.005% .
'22 readings/second when operating on 50-Hz power.

Cover: Voltmeters are the
subject of this issue, with
descript ions of the capa-
bi l i t ies and design ideas
found in a variety of instru-
ments ranging from an inex-
pensive 3Wdigit multimeter
to a self-calibrating SVzdigit
instrument with dual micro-

processors. Also of note: new measurement con-
cepts arising from the precise timing capabilities
of a new sysfem voltmeter.
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Ac voltage readings are normally made at a rate of
1..3/second but a pasr AC mode enables 13 readings
per second (under programmed control) on signals
having frequencies above 300 Hz. The true-rms con-
verter has a frequency range of 30 Hz to 1 MHz, a crest
factor of 7:1,, and ac * dc capabil ity. An optional
lower-cost averaging ac converter has a frequency
range of  3o Hz to 250 kHz,

The input is fully f loating and guarded. Full-scale
measuring ranges are 0.1V to 1000V in the dc volts
mode,  1V to 1000V in the ac vol ts  mode and 100O to
10 MO in the ohms mode,  wi th 50% overranging.

Interface Compatible
The voltmeter was designed to work with the inter-

face bus specified by IEEE Standard 488-197 5 so it has
certain programming conveniences built in. For one,
it is not necessary to refer to a special table of codes

Fig.2. Thefour adjustments that calibrate Model 3455A for dc
volts and ohms are tn a plug-tn module that can be taken to the
calibration lab. Modules are interchangeable allowrng an tn-
strument to continue operating with another calibrated module
plugged in

Fig. 1. Model 34554 Digital Volt
meter measures dc volts, ac volts,
and ohms under either manual or
syslerns control. lndicator lights in
the pushbuttons show lhe ranges
and functions se/ected manually
or remotely through the HP lnter-
face bus.

when programming the instrument-the codes are
found on the instrument's front panel. To program the
voltmeter for a 2-wire resistance measurement, for
example, the system controller sends the code F4.
This code was determined by reference to the front
panel (see Fig. 3). "F" is the first letter of the FUNCTIoN
group of keys, and is underlined, and the pushbutton
"2-wIRE ko" is the fourth key from the left in this group.
For an on-off function, the code 1 represents on and 0
is off-for example, ,4.1 or A0 for RurocaL on or off.

The instrument can also be programmed by setting
the controls manually and then causing the system
controller to transmit the instrument's "l isten" ad-
dress on the interface bus followed by the code letter
B. This puts the instrument in the BINARv pRocRAM

mode.  The contro l ler  then sends the vol tmeter 's
"talk" address, which causes it to output the control
settings on the bus in four 8-bit bytes. When these four
bytes are subsequently sent back to the voltmeter
while in the BINARy pRoGRAM mode, it wil l revert to
the same operating configuration that was manually
set before.

A row of l ights above the display on the front panel
(Fig. a) shows the user the current status of the inter-
face bus, such as LISTEN, for voltmeter being pro-
grammed, or TALK, for voltmeter outputting data.

The instrument has a TEST mode that not only ver-
if ies operation but that also provides, by the display of

Fig.3, Programming codes /or systems control are labeled
on the front panel. An underlined letter, such as the F shown
here, is the program code for a group of pushbuttons. A
particular pushbutton is specrfred by its position tn the row
counting from the left (e.9. the number 3 for FAST ac volts).



certain numbers if something does go wrong, a guide
to troubleshooting.

"Math" Function
Many measurements are made with voltmeters not

because some electrical quantity is needed directly
but because this electrical quantity is related to a

physical quantity that is the real objective of the mea-
surement. The ability to convert readings mathemati-
cally to give readout directly in the units desired is
built into the new voltmeter.

Because of their general use, two mathematical
functions were chosen: percent error and scale. Per-
cent error is stated as [(X-Y)/Y]x 100, where X is the

Logger
A Low-Cost, Programmable Data

Model 34554 Voltmeter is combined with a scanner and a
calculator by means oi the HP interface bus, forming a versati le
but inexpensive data logging system, designated Model 3051A.

Under control of the calculator (Model 9815A), the scanner
connects signals from transducers and other sources one at a
time to the voltmeter's input. The voltmeter measures the signal
level (or resistance) and presents the result to the calculator
which stores the result on a magnetic tape cartndge for later
analysis or, i f  desired, converts the data to the desired units
before storing i t .  Up to 18,000 six-digit  readings can be stored
on a single cartr idge.

The data-logging system enables data f rom widely dispersed
monitoring points to be gathered at a central station for rm-
mediate interpretat ion and action. Typical appl icat ions include:
r Monitoring the chemical consti tuents of plant eff luents and

sounding alarms i f  anything goes out of l imits while at the
same t ime providing the graphic records that may be re-
quired by some government agencies.

r  Tes t ing  produc ts  o r  subassembl ies  wh i le  p rov id ing  a
printed record of test results,

r Monitoring the power usage of various pieces of equipment
and shutt ing down various equipment on a priori ty basis
if  total power consumption exceeds a level where sur-
charges are levied by the utility company.

r  Mon i to r ing  tempera tures  th roughout  a  la rge  p lan t  to
grve  a  cent ra l i zed  v iew o f  how e f f i c ien t ly  heat ing  or
cool ing air is being distr ibuted.

r Serving as a fire-alarm monitor to monitor smoke alarms,
sprinkler- l ine f low switches, and hand-activated alarm
boxes and then activating various alarms a-s indicated.
Besides col lect ing data, the calculator can manipulate the

data, such as l inearizing thermocouple readings. l t  can also
make decisions based on the voltmeter readings and sound
alarms or perform some process function by way of relays in the

scanner. For example, i t  can monitor the pH or other chemical
characteristics of process effluents, and operate valves to intro-
duce neutral izing agents as needed.

This data logging system directly measures the range of
electrical quantities that Model 34554 Voltmeter can measure
(dc volts, ac volts, and ohms) except that the scanner l imits the
upper voltage range to 200V. The scanner (Model 34954) has
three reed relays per channel, enabling the voltmeter's guarded
input to be extended all the way to the signal sources. Low-level
s igna ls  may there fore  be  measured w i th  the  exce l len t
common-mode and normal-mode rejection capabilities of the
34554 Voltmeter.

The system can switch, read, and store channels at rates up
to 5,3 channels per second for dc measurements, or 4,5 chan-
nels per second for resistances and ac voltages (those with
signal frequencies above 300 Hz-l channel per second for
lower frequencies). The scanner can also be configured to close
two or more channels with a single program command so con-
nections for four-wire resistance or f loating bridge measure-
ments are easi ly made. Up to 40 channels can be handled by
the scanner, and the system accommodates two scanners,
giving the capabil i ty for B0 channels,

The system was designed so it can be operated immediately
by a user who has had no programming experience. A pre-
recorded tape cartridge supplied with the system asks the user
a series of questions by way of the calculator 's alphanumerrc
printer. The user responds with a few keystrokes, usually a 1 for
yes, a 0 for no, or a numerical entry such as the range of the
voltmeter for a part icular channel. Once al l  the information is in
the calculator, a blank cartr idge is inserted in the calculator, and
the program, propedy sequenced, is stored on the cartr idge
from which i t  can be loaded into the calculator anytime that
program is to be used,

The calculator is supplied with a special ly designed ROM
that, among other things, includes l inearization tables tor J, K,
and T type thermocouples and a reference junction compensa-
tion program, The system also has program storage space for
other l inearization tables that the user may wish to enter himself .

As a user becomes famil iar with the calculator, he can write
short subroutines that can be assembled as part of a program
by the relocating loader supplied with the system, Writ ing a
program is simply a matter of designating the keystrokes for
solving a problem, just as with a hand-held programmable
calculator. Branching, condit ional instruct ions and f lag manipu-
lat ion enable the system to make intel l igent decisions about the
data. FoR-NEXr loops permit program sequences to be repeated
a predetermined number of t imes.

Since the system components are interconnected by means
of the HP interface bus, i t  is relat ively easy to add other instru-
ments or peripherals, such as the Model 9871A lmpact Printer
that can present results in graphic as well  as printed form (see
box, page 14).



Fig, 4. I n d i c ator I i g hts sh ow the status of th e i n stru m ent w h e n
operating on the HP interface bus.

elechical quantity measured and Y is a number de-
fined by the user. This function is useful in an incom-
ing inspection area, for example, to check the toler-
ances on resistors and zener diodes with the nominal
value entered as the Y quantity.

The other mathematical function. scale, is stated as
(X-Z)lY where again X is the measured quantity, and
Y and Z are defined by the user. This function can be
used for many transducer measurements, such as
measuring temperature with a temperature-sensitive
resistor where Z is the resistance at OoC and Y is the
conversion factor (kOfC). With the appropriate quan-
tities entered, this function causes the voltmeter to
display temperature when measuring resistance.

By setting Z:0,the scale function can also be used

Eo = Offset Voltage; G = Gain Error

Autocalibration Equation:

Disp,av-U+=#ff i=#

Fig. 5. A technique for improving the accuracy of a single-
range voltmeter. The equation shows that errors caused by
offset voltages and gain errors are eliminated.

for ratio measurements and with Y:1, it can add or
subtract offsets to a reading.

The reference numbers can be entered in two ways.
One is to use the pushbuttons SToRE v and sronr z (or
program the same buttons via the interface bus).
These cause the number currently in the instrument's
display to be stored. The other way is to enter the
number by first pressing either the rNrrny or ENTERZ
pushbutton and then keying in the number with the
pushbuttons that now funct ion as a numerical
keyboard. The number entered appears on the display
and is stored whenever the SrOnn Y or STORE z button
is pressed. The same procedure can also be program-
med via the interface bus,

Real-Time Autocalibration
The new voltmeter calibrates itself by automati-

cally accounting for gain and offset errors. The basic
technique is shown in Fig, 5. By taking readings with
the input grounded, then connected to a reference,
and finally to the unknown, amplifier offsets and gain
errors can be eliminated from the measurement re-
sults. A microprocessor can be programmed to do the
mathematics indicated, giving a reading that is cali-
brated to the reference every time a measurement
is made.

This technique could be extended to a multirange
voltmeter by using a separate voltage reference for
each range. This would require at least one calibra-
tion adjustment for each range, however, giving the
same maintenance problem as any voltmeter without
autocalibration.

In the new Model 34554, this technique is ex-
tended to five ranges in such a way that only two
calibration adjustments are needed: a *10V reference
and a precision 10:1. divider, as described in Figs. 6
and 7. The accuracies of the rest of the components
need to be within only a few percent. The +10V
reference and the divider are in the reference module
that can be removed from the instrument for calibra-
tion.

Practical Considerations
Although the. description of the autocalibration

system implies that a calibration is performed each
time a measurement is made, this is not always desir-
able in practice because it slows the effective reading
rate by a factor of three. Nor is it always necessary,
because the calibration measurements can be stored
and recalled later whenever needed. After a 30-
minute warm-up of the Model 3455A, the amplifier
gain and offsets change slowly so they do not have to
be measured at exactly the same time that the un-
known voltage is measured.

The frequency of calibration measurements in the
Model 3455A depends upon the operating rnode.
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Flg.6. SimplifieddiagramofthecircuitthatperformstheautocalibrationintheModel34SsADig-
ital Voltmeter. This circuit scales all inputs to the 0-10V range of the analog-to-digital converter
thatfollows. Eesides the +10V reference,the only precision components required are the two re-

slstors n the precision divider, which are physically located in the reference module.

When the instrument is self-triggering (rurnnNar eral ranges by having a separate reference for each
trigger mode), a calibration measurement is made for range, which would require several calibration ad-
every measurement of the unknown. If the instrument justments.
is in either the vaNuaL/HoLD or the sxrnnNar trigger Model 3455A extends this technique to obtain three
mode, and is not being triggered, it continuously ranges for each reference resistor, R""r. by using the
makesthecalibrationmeasurements.Thenwhenitis precision 10:1 divider to control the gain of the
triggered, it aborts the calibration measurement in amplifier. When the unknown R* is 10 times R."1, V3 is
progress and immediately measures the unknown. l0timesVrbutthesecanbebroughttothesameorder
However, if the triggers occur too fast for it to ever of magnitude by using the precision divider in the
complete a calibration measurement, it aborts the amplif ier'sfeedbackpath.Thiswouldgivetheampli-
calibration measurements just 128 times, then delays fier a 10x greater gain when measuring the values
the trigger long enough to complete a calibration usedinthedenominatoroftheequationofFig.S[Vris
measurement. If delaying the trigger causes a prob- measured twice, once for the numerator and once for
lem, autocalibration can be disabled by a front-panel the denominator). Similarly, when R* is 0.1R,"s the
pushbutton or by a program command. amplifier is programmed to a 10x greater gain when

When the instrument is placed in the self-test measuring the values used in the numerator.
mode. all of the autocalibration measurements are Thus, three resistance ranges are obtained with
compared against internally stored limits. If a mea- each reference resistor. Model 3455A has two refer-
surement is out of tolerance, a number between 1 and ence resistors, both in the reference module, to give
14 is  d isp layed,  ind icat ing the source of  the s ix  res is tance ranges.
problem. The user has a choice of measuring ohms with

either a 2-wire or a 4-wire configuration. In the past,
Ohmmeter Autocalibration 2-wire measurements were made with 4-wire inputs

A technique for autocalibrating a resistance mea- simply by using shorting straps across the terminals.
surement is shown in Fig. 8. As with voltage auto- This practice creates a potential hazard to the user if
calibration, three measurements are made and the the shorting straps are left in place when the instru-
true value of the unknown found by solving an equa- ment is used for making high-voltage measurements.
tion. Again, this technique could be extended to sev- The conversion from 4-wire to 2-wire is performed
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lo-volt ren8c, Closing switch Sg p.o-

grams preamplifier A2 to a gain of 1.

The unknown input, the +10-V reJer

ence, and ground are connected se-
qu€ntially to the preamplifier input by
switches 51, 52, and 55, just as in the
basic schem€ of Fig. 5.

l-volt range. Switch 59 programs
preamplifier A2 to a gain of about 10. A

1-V reference is obtained by closing
switches 511 and 514, dividing down

the 10-V reterence in the precision 10:1

divider (closing S14 holds the inverting
input of amplifier A2 at virtual ground).

53 applies the 1-V reference to amp-

lifier A1. The input and ground are ap-
plied by 51 and 55 as before.

0.1-volt range. Switches 37, 510, and
S14 cascade the precision 10:1 divider

with the 10:1 gain divider, program-

ming A2 to a gain oJ 100. The offset of

amplifier A3 is account€d for during the

measurement of  ground. Since the
precision divider contributes no sig-
nificant error to the operation of amp-
litier 42, the reference measurement for

the l-volt range, suitably scaled by the

computation circuits, can be used for
measurements in this range. The un-
known input and ground are applied as
before.

loo-volt rante. Amplifier A1 becomes

a 10:1 divider by closure of 512. A2 is
programmed tor a gain of t by closure

ot 58, as for the 1o-volt range. With 34

closed, the input, the +10V reJerence,

and ground are applied seguentially

through 56, 516, and S15. The reJer

ence, however, is divided by 10 in amp-

liiier A1, requiring the programming of

A2 to a gain of 10 by opening SB and

closing S9 during the reference meas-
uremenl. This introduces the gain error

of A2 into the reference measurement,

but this is the same gain error obtained
in the ro{erence measurement on the

1-volt range. This error is used to cor-

rect the reterence measurement on the
100-volt range.

looo-volt range. S13 converts amp-

lifier 41 to a 100:1 divider. Becausethe

10:1 orecision divider was used to ob-

tain this lactor of 10 difterence with re-

spect to the 1 oo-volt range, the | oo-volt

reference measuremenl can be used

for this range in the same manner lhat

the 1-volt reference measurement is

used for the 0.1-volt range.

*Closed tor 1V range.

fclosed tor 0.1 range.

'Closed for 100V range.

tclosed for 1000V range.

Fig. 7, Swrtch sett/ngs for obtaining five voltage ranges using the cicuit of Fig. 6.



level is proportional to the acquired charge on the
capacitor, which in turn is proportional to the input
voltage. This time interval is measured to derive a
digital indication of the input voltage.

With the time needed for an autozero operation and
for stabilizing the circuits, this technique requires
about 50 ms or more for each conversion. A faster
conversion time was wanted for the Model 34b5A so
the reading rate could be on the order of 25/s. This was
achieved by overlapping the integrator charge and
discharge phases of the measurement cycle. The
technique for doing this is described in the box at
right.

lnstrument Organization
A simplified block diagram of the Model 34ssA

Voltmeter is shown in Fig. 9. Since the voltmeter has a
fully floating, guarded input, an optical interface is
used to couple control signals and measurement in-
formation into and out of the guarded portion of the
inshument. The voltmeter output may thus be con-
nected to ground while the input is measuring a vol-
tage that may be floating up to several hundred volts
above ground.

Two microprocessors are used: one for control of
the in-guard circuits and one for the out-guard cir-Fig. 8, A technique for calibrating a single range of an ohm-

meter. This can be extended to three ranges by programming
the amplifier to increase the gain 10x when measuring V,
or V, (and V, as appropriate).

internally in the Model 34b5A under pushbutton (or
programmed) control, eliminating this hazard.

For the system user, being able to program 2-wire or
4-wire measurements as needed can also save the
system's multiplexer many scan positions.

A Faster Integratlng A-to-D Converter
Most dc voltages encountered in practice have

enough normal-mode noise in high-resolution meas-
urements to cause reading errors many times greater
than the stated accuracy of the voltmeter. An integrat-
ing analog-to-digital converter solves this problem
for most cases. Measurement speed, on the other
hand, is important for systems applications. This con-
flicts with the need to integrate the measured voltage
over a sufficiently long time to eliminate the effects of
normal-mode noise.

Dual-slope conversion, the technique most widely
used in integrating digital voltmeters, charges an in-
tegrating capacitor at a rate proportional to the input
voltage for 1/60 second (1/50 second in instruments
operating on 50-Hz power). At the conclusion of this
charging interval, the capacitor is discharged at a rate
proportional to a known reference voltage. The time
required for the capacitor to discharge to the starting

Switch Position Voltage Meesurement

1 Vr = EoG

2 V2 - (-lR6se+Ee)G

3 V3 = (|R,+E6)G

Autocalibration Equation:

Drsprav=++=ff ig;e=."-L

Flg,9. Organization of Model 3455A Digital Voltmeter



A Faster Integrating
Analog-to-Digital Converter

The A-to-D converter used in the Model 34554 Digital Volt-
meter is shown in the skeleton circuit diagram below. lntegra-
tion is performed by amplifier Al and capacitor C in response to
two sources of charge: the unknown voltage, V;n, ond a refer-
ence voltage, -VR, that is opposite in polarity to Vin.

The integrator output level is monitored by two comparators,
Cl and C2. These detect the zero voltage level and a level
called -V"o,no. The value of -V"oro is not critical as long as it
is less than the saturation voltage of amplitier Al .

At the start of a measurement, the integrator capacitor, C,
has no charge on it. Switch 51 closes so the integrator output
voltage, Vint, starts going negative as C charges in response
to the positive voltage at the input. At the same time, the sranr
snuele signal from the control logic goes true, allowing clock
pulses to accumulate in the sample period counter.

When V1n, reaches the -Vcomp level, the voltage transition
generated by comparator C2 causes the control logic to close
switch 52. The current supplied by the reference voltage, -VB,
causes the integrator output to reverse direction, as shown by
the plot below. This continues for a fixed time interval, tc.
During this time interval, the couNr eNnele signal is true,
allowing clock pulses to accumulate in the display counter.

At the end of time interval tc, the couNr ENABLE signal goes
false and switch 52 is opened. Vint then goes in a negative
direction again.

This alternate charging and discharging of the integrator
continues unti l 200,000 counts accumulate in the sample
period counter. When it overflows, 51 opens, 52 closes (if not
already closed) and the couNT ENABLE signal goes true (if not
already true). The integrator output then returns rapidly to zero
volts, which causes comparator C1 to signal the control logic to
open Sl and stop the accumulation of counts in the display
counter. The count in the display counter is now proportional
to the unknown input, V1n, as shown by the equation.

By making the sample period, T, 16-213 ms (or 20 ms when
operating on 50-Hz power lines), integration of the unknown
occurs for exactly one cycle of the power-line trequency, giving
good rejection of power-line interference. Total conversion time
is only slightly greater than the sample period so the reading
rate is potentially much faster than the desired 25 readings/
second (actual reading rate is limited by the time required to
output each reading).

During the autocalibration cycle, the sample period and
display counters are increased by a factor of 10 to give a total
capacity of 2,000,000 counts for each. The order of magnitude
increase in measurement resolution reduces the errors caused
by working with finite numbers when calculating the measure-
ment number to be displayed. This increased resolution is
made available for the measurement of unknowns bv the rrcn
RESoLUTToN pushbutton.

Chargo Balance Equation:

VrnT Vn ntc
7 E - = - - +

where n = number of tc's during T(depends on Vh).

Vp tp V6 t1
R R

o,#= r[u!d, ]

cuits. Using one microprocessor to perform both
functions would have required a very expensive opti-
cal interface, so the two-microprocessor approach
was chosen. The microprocessors are an HP design
that uses parallel architecture optimized for high-
speed control functions at the expense of arithmetic
capability.

The two controllers run in locked step. First, the

out-guard controller determines the next task to be
done and it then transfers the necessary control in-
formation to the in-guard controller, which sets up
the proper signal conditioning and controls the
A-to-D cycle. After the A-to-D cycle is completed, the
in-guard controller transfers results to the out-guard
controller. If the result is from an unknown input, the
out-guard controller computes the reading and dis-



plays it, If it is from a calibration measurement, it
stores the result. The sequence then repeats.
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100&IMVFANGE]  1(0 .@7%otr€d i ry  +  1  d ig i r )
T€MPEFATUBE COEFFICIENT(eC to SC):

0. I V AANGE: r (0.0@370 ot raad4 + 0.1 5 digilslfc
1V FANGE: t(0.@69ool r€ading + 0.015 doits)fo
10V FANGE: 1(0.0@15% oir€ading + 0.01 digils)fC
1@ & l@V RANGE: i(0.0@3% d readng + .01 digns)fc

PEFFORMAilCE {HIGH NESOLUTION ON)
ACCUAACY (s daysi 2f,c !5"C):

lOV BANGE:r(0.@5oh oliead4 + 3 digils)
,@ & 1@V EANGE::(0.@77ool readq + 3 digils)

1 V FANGE: I (0.006% ot rsad€ + 4 dig(s)
TEMPERATUq€ COEFFICIENT: (rC b SC)

1V RANGET a(0.@@% ot.aad€ + 0.15 dgib)fC
1OV RANGE: 1(0.0@1506ot.eadng + 0.1 digds)fc
1@ A 1@0V FANGE: 1(0.m6% ol r€ading + 0.1 dgils)fC

INPUT CHARACTEFISNCS
INPUT FESISTANCE:

0 1v throqh 10V RANGE > 10ro dms
1O0V and 1@V RANGE: 10 mqohm i0.1%

MAXIMUM INPUT VqTAGE:
High to low inpd rormimls: it@ov peak
Guard lo chasis: rSOV pMk
Glardto low lsninal: 12@V peak

NOBMAT MOOE FEJECI|ON (NMB): >& dB d S or & E iO.lyo (NMF is
lh alio of lhe fi nomaLmda vdhg6 to pak ekor votbgo in lhe reading.)

EFFECTIVE COMMON MODE FEJECTION (ECMF)l
Ar dc. >1@ dB wirh 1 ko unbarane in low lead.
Al 50 or @ H2 r0.106, >lO dB with 1 kO !.balanc6 in low tsad.
(ECMF is he Grio otrhe peak common,mdevdlageto resltrant peak eror

vo[age in the r.adie.)
TAXIMUT SEADING RATE:

@H/  Cat6 l€mth

Bigh Resoluion Hrgh Fssorutio.
On On

LGI sreadjrydsoc. 3@adings/ec.
Fomote 24redirydsec. 6.eadi€s/sec.

High Feelolion High Besolltion
or On

3 5 readingtsc. 2 5 r€adingts.
22 €adings/s€c. 5 foadmqgs€c.

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP lrodcl 3455A Oigltat Voltmeter

MNGE SElEqlOt: Manual, Automatic, or R6tuo
FUtrCnON SELECf,ON:2-wn€ k ohns or 4-d.s k dms
EFFGIANCE {HIGH RESqUT@N OFFI

ACCUFACY,4-wt6 k dms (S davsi zec i5"C):
o.1*ouNGE: t(0.@5o4 of r€adi4 + 5 digls)
1kO MNGE: i(0.@5%ol r€adiry + 1 dig[)

10kO FANGE: 1(0.007% d.eadng + 2 dgi6)
100kO FANGEj i(0.0@%otr6ad4 + 2 digils)

1@ko FANGE: :(0.014.6 ol r€adi@ + 5 digiE)
10,mko MNGE] ilo 1@9ootreadry + 5 dgns)

TEMPEFATUFE COEFFICIENI (CC b trC):
01ktl FANGE:(0.@% ol feadinq + 0.2 diqib)fC
1, 1O and 1@kO RANGE| (0.@6% ot r@dre + 0.@ diqi6)fo
1m0ko FANGE: (0!@5% ol readng + 0.02 digils)fc.
10,@kn RANGE: (0.@o4 ol r6ad€ + 0.02 digits)fo.

PEFFOFTAXCE 6IGH RESOLUTION ONI
ACCUFACY,4-frrs k dms ($ daysi 23C JtrC)l

1kO MNGE: 1(0.065ou ol r€adire + 5 digts)
10kO FANGE: r{0.@0oa ol rddre + 5 dgits)

lmko FANGE: r(0.@35%orreadng + 6digib)
1@lO FANGE: i(0.01S%ol readng + 5 dgls)

10,m0 FANGE: i(0.1@0% ol.oadng + 5 dgib)
TEMPEFATUFE COEFFICTENT (eC to S'C):

1, 10 and r&o FANGE: r(0.m3%ol readru + 0.2 digits)fc
lo@kl) MNGE| 1(0.0@5%d.eadng + 0.2 digils)fc
lo,mko FANGE: 110.0q.4ot roadng + 0.2 doi6)fc

ACCUFACY 2-dr€ k dms: th6 sm as 4-wne k dns €rc*t ad O,OO@kO

INPUT CXAFACTERFNCS
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GENEFATED ACROSS UNKNOWN:

<5 vohs lor @en cn@il
<4.7 vdls tqvalid.oadng

SIGNAL SOUBCE DFIVING UNKNOWN (NOMINA!)l

ERFORMNCE lRMS Conv€d6D
ACCUFACY (S eys 2f,crtrc)r

ACV/ACV FAST (% ol r6ading + no. ol dgils)
30 H?3@ k-20 kHz: 0.05% 1 40
20 kH2-ro kHz: 0.5% + 1m
1@ kHz-250 kHu:2.0% + 250"
2S kHz-SO Hz: 5% + 5@"
SO d2-1 MHz:6% + 2@0'.

Vilh goard @nndd lo low. ac coupliq, and iQd > 1ol ol ra€ei ld in-
pul < I ea ol .aqe and lor addc coupling, add 0.05% ol readng + 20 digjts.
On 1000V range, add 0.01 ppdvdlkHz.

'Spedid on 1V end 10V €nqos only.
TEWEMruRE@EFICIEM (rc b ryc): i(0@%d d@ + 6dds
CREST FACTOR: 7l ar tull s€la

PEFFOFilANCE (AveEse convedd, ql. @1)
ACCURACY (S days, 23Cas'Clj
ACV ACv FAST 1(7o ol.eading + no. oi dgib)
30-S Hz 3GS0 k O.5y' + 70
G1@ k 0.5-1 kHz 0.35% + 50
0.1  1m kHu 1-1m kHz 0  1ee -  2s
1G?$ kHz 10r2S kHz 0.75% + S-

96 ouErd c@Eded ro low and iad >1ol ol.ang€i on loov Bnge, add
0.01 ppdvdfkH2.

'SFdfd o. 1 and 10v ran96 only.
TEMPEMTUBE COEFFTCT€NT (eC roS"C)rr (0.@2%or r€adng + 2 dsis)fc

IilPU CBAilCTERISNCS
INPW IMPEDANCE:

Fonr T€rminars, 2MO119o shuntd by le$ fr.n gopF.

Fed T€mrnals, 2Mtl11 % shunted by less than 65pF.
MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE:

High lo Lowlemimlsi 1 1414 vohs p6ak (slbjod to a 107 vdts-Hz timtaton)
Guard lo Chas$s: ! SoV pesk
Guard to Low T€.minal: i2@V p6ak

IUUUT READIXG FAIE:

wh.n ing96rd dnd&il wilh st@ cbng€ whte on cored rang€ (tor ac dg-

Els dh no dc cohpmoil).

lrsth
SCALE {X-4ry: X is rssont r€adng. Y atu Z ar€ pr€viousty €d6red Eadings.

numbrs enBd ifom ftoni Fnsl or by €rt€.nal prqam.
IAXlfUf NUIEEF (Efrsod or Oisplayed)r J1S,S9.9
ACCUFACY:  1(ACCUFACY OF x  FEAOTNG :1  Dtc tT  OF D|SPLAYEO

ANSWER), assuni.g no Y of Z siior.
TEFROF t tO%: Xis pres.t €adng. Y is pr€vioudy 6nt€rd Eadng or.umbr

enldd tm iiml psnel or by 6nornal prQrah.
IAXIilUI NUIBER (Endd or Di$layod)r :1S,s9.9
ACCUFACY: j(ACCUFACY OF X REAOING I 1 DIGIT OF DISPLAYEO

ANSWEF) a$umiru no Y eilo..

GeneEl
(Auro6l mld be o id 75 s.cdds to me6t ai oedficatonc)

WAFXUP trtE: On6 hour to med alfi s€dti€tio.s
POWEB: 1@112012412qV +5%, - 10% 4Sz to 4@k ti.6 @erarion <60VA.
WEIGfr: *9, 21 lbs.
OflEN$Of,S: s.9 Fm hgn i 425.5 mm wi& x s27.1 mm de$ (3% x l6y. !

PStCE tN U.S.A.:
Md€l 34$A, S,2@ Avorage Convonor (Option @1). r€s t2@.

IAXUFACTFING qVlgON: LOVELAND INSFUMENT OIVISION
a15 Foun@.h srsi, s.w.
L@etaM, Cotorado &s7 u.s.A.

On

On

1.499999kO
14.99999kO

14W.999ko
14999.99kO

OVEBLOAO PAOTECTION: Nmn€*udiva. 13SV peak
tAIltUf FEADING RATEi

@Hz cal6 i€ngrh
High Foetuton High Fssotulion

Ofi On

5OHz Gate L€noth
High Resorotion High F€sotution

O{ on
4 eadrregs.c. 1.8 readrngrse
l leadrngts€c .  25read i@gsec

0.1kn

1m00ko

ofi

14999gkrr
1 49999kO
14 999kO
149.999kO
14S.99kO
14999.gkQ

AC Voltage
FAf, GES/MXIMUT DISPLAY:

HIGH F€SAUTON ON OF OFF

10w 149.SV
tNv 1o@.mv

AANGE SELECtrON: Man@]. Allomtc, o. fiemde
FUICf,ON SEIECION: ACV or Fad ACv

ffi6{tE@lF 
--' 

I
Acv rew ecv I

l.3r.adi€Vsc. 4.5.ead4g$c.
1.3 €adevs 13 r€adirugs.

soizo*"qr
ACV FA$ ACV I

1.1 .€d4vs€c. 3.s DdinsV$c.l
1.1 rsadiryd$c. 12 r6adin99se. ]

dFASTWF-rsGdlrc ilini <6ii% d-sGD ro
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A High-Speed System Voltmeter for
Time-Related Measurements
Waveform characterisfics as well as dc levels can be
determined by this fast sample-and-hold voltmeter when
teamed with a calculator or computer. Optimized for
sysfems use, ithas a programmable trigger delay that gives
it unusu al capabil ities.

by John E.McDermid, James B. Vyduna, and Joseph M. Gorin

'Tt HE TIME AT WHICH A VOLTAGE is measured
I can provide as much meaningful information as

the magnitude and sign of the voltage measurement
itself. Consider, for example, the sine wave shown in
Fig. 1. If instantaneous voltage measurements are
made at the two points P and Q, and if the time lapse
between these points is equivalent to a phase dif-
ference of 90", then the amplitude can be derived by
use of the trigonometric identity, sin2(art + 0) +
c o s 2 ( o r t + 0 ) : 7 .

Hence, by the use of some a priori knowledge, spe-
cifically the frequency and shape of the waveform, the
magnitude of a relatively pure sine wave can be de-
termined from measurements made within one quar-
ter cycle of the waveform. By comparison, a typical
voltmeter may require eight to ten cycles of the
waveform to obtain a valid measurement and may not
even be able to measure it at all, if the frequency is too
low. The increase in measurement speed provided by
the technique of Fig. 1 can have a significant effect on
the attainable throughput of a data acquisition sys-
tem.

Vr = A s in(ot+0)

Vz = A cos((r)t+o)

I  -  rA2fsin2lot+0)+cos2(ot+a1l = t/v r2+v*

Fig. 1, By m easu r i n g th e i n stantan eou s I ev e I of a s i n e w av e at
two points, P and Q,90' apart, the peak amplitude and rms
values of a sine wave can be calculated. Points P and Q can
occur anywhere in the waveform as long as the 90' relation-
ship is Dreserved.

Fig. 2. Model 3437A Systems Voltmeter is a fast sample-
and-hold voltmeter designed to work with a calculator or com-
puter in a syslems environment.

Sampling Measurements
To enable time-dependent measurements like that

just described, a new voltmeter, Model 3437 A (Fig. 2),
has been designed to sample a voltage and to coordi-
nate that event with a specific point in time. When
teamed with a calculator or computer, the new volt-
meter provides raw data, measured in volts, from
which the calculator or computer can derive a large
variety of ac waveform characteristics, as well as dc
levels. These characteristics include peak value, rms
value, rise time, frequency, distortion, spectral con-
tent and many others, limited only by the ingenuity of
the user. This voltmeter can thus replace an accumu-
lation of instruments that a system would otherwise
need to measure all these quantities.

Model 3437 A evolved from the observation that the
majority of measurements made by a systems volt-
meter require accuracies no better than 0.5%. A reso-
lution of 3L/z digits is therefore sufficient. Coupled
with a successive-approximation type analog-to-

1 1



digital converter and fast-responding input circuits,
this allows the new voltmeter to settle in 1 .5 rrs within
3 mV of a l-volt step input, and to output the voltage
magnitude and sign less than 200 pcs later.

Of what use is this speed? First of all, i t enables a
data acquisit ion system to make many measurements
practically simultaneously, when measured on the
time scale of most processes. This would be useful for
examining changing temperature profi les, for exam-
ple, during studies of heat f low. When teamed with a
Model  9825A Calculator  and a Model  34gbA Scanner,
Model 3437 A can measure channels at a rate of tzs
channels per second with up to 100-g,V sensitivity.

This measurement speed can have a significant ef-
fect on systems economics, particularly for produc-
tion test systems where the time taken to run through
a test sequence is a significant part of the time taken to
handle the device under test. The ac voltage mea-
surement technique described in Fig. 1 is an example
of the speedup that the new voltmeter makes possible.

Another example concerns measurements of dc
vol tages contaminated wi th ac l ine in ter ference
(Fig. 3). If two samples of this voltage, separated by a
time equivalent to LBO' of the interfering ac fre-
quency, are taken and averaged, the interfering fre-
quency and all i ts odd harmonics can be rejected.

The measurement speedup made possible by this
technique can be i l lustrated by an example. Suppose
that a system is required to measure five dc channels
that have 60-Hz interference. The voltmeter's trigger
interval is set to 0.8333 ms and the multiplexing ar-
ranged so that the 1st and Oth samples are taken from
channel 1, the 2nd and zth from channel 2, and so on.
Then within a 1/60-second period, each channel con-

V1 = V66*A s in (ot+ 0)

V2 = V6"*A s in ( ( l ) t+0+180')

s in(( , ) t  +0+1 80")  = -s in(cot  +0)

V + V 2 = 2 Y 0 "

vo"=  f l v r+vz)

Fig.3, By appropriate spactng of two samples, an rnterf erng
ac voltage can be eliminated from a measurement of a dc
voltage.

L-Trigger
i Oelay

Tr igger Voltmeter
Sample

Fig,4. Model 3437A SystemsVoltmeter can be programmed
to sample and read the amplitude of a pulse at a point tn ttme
precisely related to atrigger by thevoltmeter's programmable
delay. Uncertatnty (jitter) tn the location of the sample is /ess
than 10 ns. The voltmeter will be accurate to at least 2"k within
0.7 ps after the pulse leading edge.

tributes two data points 1/120 second apart. Hence,
five channels are scanned in 1/60 second plus a l itt le
calculating time, and the 60-Hz interference is re-
jected. This is about f ive times faster than an integrat-
ing voltmeter could accomplish the same task.

Digitized Waveforms
One of the significant capabil it ies of Model 3437 A

is its programmable delay, which allows the instant of
sampling to be delayed in 0.1-g.s increments up to one
second with respect to a trigger. This enables the
voltmeter to "capture" important values of rapidly
changing waveforms, such as measuring the amp-
l i tude of  a pulse (F ig.  +) .

Another significant capabil ity is its abil ity to make
measurements in bursts, where several measure-
ments are made in response to a single trigger, as
shown in Fig. 5. Up to 9999 measurements can be
made in each burst with the time interval between
each measurement precisely established by the DELAv
function.

The minimum time between each measurement in
a burst is determined by two factors. First is the time
needed to acquire a sample, digit ize it, and prepare it
for output (l isted in the specifications, page 19, as the
minimum delay for N Rdgs > 1). Second is the time
needed by the "l istening" instrument, usually a cal-
culator or computer, to accept data (the voltmeter
provides no storage for readings). With a 9825A Cal-
culator as the controller, the new voltmeter can make
burst measurements on a single channel at rates grea-
ter than 4500 readings per second. This rate enables
low-frequency waveforms to be digit ized with many
closely-spaced samples. The calculator can then op-
erate on the samples, such as performing a Fourier
transform on the measured values to obtain the spec-

;+0.7ps+i

- ' i
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Volts

+
Trigger

Fig,5. When making measurements in bursts, Model 3437A
takes several readings in response to a single trigger, 12 in
this example. The time between measurements ls estab/ished
by the aetev function.

trum of a transient or deriving a measure of waveform

distort ion and other characterist ics (seebox, page 14).

The orlnv function can also be used for measure-
ments on high-speed repetit ive waveforms. As shown
in Fig. 6, the delay can be reprogrammed following
each measurement so the next sample occurs at a
slightly later point in the waveform in the same way
that a sampling oscil loscope samples a waveform.
With the samples thus obtained, the calculator or
computer can derive waveform characteristics such
as amplitude, distortion, and so on. With the delay
programmable in 0.1-p,s increments, this enables one
cycle of a 500-kHz waveform to be represented by 20
samples, giving an effective sampling rate of 10 MHz.

Instrument Operation
Model  3437A has three f loat ing input  ranges:

-r100 mV, -r1V, and -f 10V with a maximum display
of  - r1998 (and appropr iate ly  posi t ioned decimal
point). It was designed from the ground up to be a
systems voltmeter working on the HP interface bus,*
hence the front-panel arrangement differs somewhat
from conventional voltmeters. All functions are pro-
grammable so the major objective of the front-panel
layout was to provide a monitor and software debug-
ging aid, rather than the primary method of control.
All the programmed states of the instrument are an-
nunciated on the front panel, allowing program flow
to be monitored. As a further aid to debugging, one
indicator IINVALID pcM; shows when a wrong program
command has been received by the instrument.

Of the two numeric displays, one indicates the
measured voltage. The other gives the trigger delay,
or the number of readings to be taken in a burst, or, by
a code number, the events that will cause the snQ
(service request) l ine on the interface bus to go true.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between
.Hewlett-Packard's implementation 0f IEEE Standard 488-'1975

front-panel keys and program commands. All key-
per-function commands are two characters long, the
first being an alphabetical character corresponding to
the desired function and the second being a number
that describes the position of the key in the selected
row, e.g. R3 is the program code for the 10-volt range
and T2 is for external trigger (see Fig. 2). Data entries
are preceded by an alphabetical character followed by
the data and terminated with S, the first letter of the
sToRE key. For example, D.001S programs the voltme-
ter for a 1-ms trigger delay.

Rather than program each key by separate instruc-
tions, the voltmeter can be completely programmed
with seven bytes of information, properly formatted,
when operating in the BINARv IRoGRAM mode, the
same as Model 34554 (see article preceding). This
mode minimizes the time needed on the interface bus
to program the instrument, an especially important
considerat ion when several  inst ruments may be
operating on the bus at the same time. It also reduces
storage requirements on the controller.

The instrument can also be set up manually then,
when programmed to be in the BINARY PRoGRAM
mode, the program states can be transferred in seven
bytes to the controller. The BINARY PRocRAM mode is
also useful as an autoverification routine for testing
the interface bus-the controller can program the
voltmeter, then request return of the program infor-
mation for comparison with that sent.

Init iating a Measurement Sequence
Readings may be initiated in four ways. Three of

these 1tNr, EXT, HoLD/MANUALJ can be selected by
front-panel keys or related program codes. The fourth
is an interface code (crt, for group execute trigger)
that initiates a measurement through the interface bus
regardless of the trigger mode programmed.

HoLD/MANUaI, is the trigger mode most often used
for programming. When first sent to the voltmeter, the
code T3 puts the voltmeter into the HOLD/MANUAL

Voltmetef
Samples

Triggers

Fig. 6. By reprogramming the delay following each mea-
surement, a higher frequency repetitive waveform can be
sampled for analysis the same way a sampling oscr//oscope
reconsfructs a waveform.
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mode. Each subsequent T3 then triggers it just as
though the front-panel uOLD/MANUAL pushbutton
were pressed.

In the EXTERNAL mode, the voltmeter responds to
TTL negative transitions supplied to a rear-panel in-
put. If a trigger occurs before data from the previous
trigger has been output, the trigger wil l be ignored
and the IGNoR TRIG indicator will light and its internal
status l ine wil l go true.

The wrnRNaL mode operates in two ways depend-
ing on whether the voltmeter is controlled locally or
remotely. In local control, the tNtunNaL mode gener-

ates triggers continuously at a rate of about 10/s.
Under remote control, INTERNAL generates a trigger on
the transition of the interface bus atN line to false.
When nrN (attention) is true, it causes devices operat-
ing on the bus to recognize codes on the data l ines as
addresses. The transition to false then indicates that
all addressing is complete. How this affects voltmeter
operation can be i l lustrated by an example.

Suppose a system calculator addresses the volt-
meter to "l isten" and then sends it commands to take
10 readings in a burst with a delay of aoo g,s, followed
by a T3 IHoLD/MANUAL] trigger code. The calculator

A Programmable Data Acquisition
System that also Analyzes

Model 34374 System Voltmeter is a component of the new
Model 3052A Programmable Data Acquisit ion System. This sys-
tem, control led by a Model 98254 Calculator, also includes a
Model 34554 Voltmeter and a Model 34954 Scanner. l t  has al l
the capabil i t ies of the Model 305 1 A Programmable Data Logger
(page 4) plus much more, such as lowJrequency waveform
analysis, and three-dimensional plott ing,

Model 34554 Voltmeter gives the system high accuracy, high
sensit ivi ty and excel lent noise reject ion with a maximum system
reading rate of 19 dc channels per second with 17V resolut ion,
or 10 channels per second when measuring ac volts and 1 1 on
ohms (16.5, 9.5, and 10 on 50-Hz power). Model 34374 System
Voltmeter gives the capabil i ty for high reading rates-up to 125
channels per second with 0.1-mV resolut ion and more than
4900 3/z-digit  readings per second on a single channel.

The Model 98254 Calculator brings to this system many
capabil i t ies formerly found only in computer-based systems,
from transducer l inearization to stat ist ical analysis. l t  uses a
high-level, formula-oriented programming language (HPL) de-
signed for control ler appl icat ions as well  as for data processing.
The user communicates with the calculator by way of the
typewriter- l ike keyboard and the calculator responds with i ts
alphanumeric display and printer, giving immediate feedback
on errors from improper syntax.

Manuals supplied with the system give complete detai ls on
start ing up the system and programming i t .  Also included are
pre-recorded tapes that have subroutines for operating the
instruments, thermocouple l inearization routines, data plott ing
routines, and a number of appl icat ion routines that are modular
in structure, al lowing the user to modify them easi ly for his
part icular appl icat ions. Among the application routines is one
for analysis of waveforms sampled by the Model 34374 Voltme-
ter. l t  uses a Fourier algori thm for identi fying and measuring
harmonics as small  as 60-dB below the fundamental,  besides
giving waveform ampli tude and frequency. The print-out repro-
duced here shows an analysis of a tr iangular wave (the print-out
was made on the optional Model 9871A lmpact Printer).

The system is interconnected by the HP interface bus, al low-
ing easy expansion with other instruments, such as signal
sources, counters, and power supplies and other peripherals
l ike X-Y plotters and digital clocks. l t  is ful ly integrated, tested,
veri f ied and specif ied as a system prior to shipment, enabling i t
to oo to work as soon as i t  is instal led.
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then addresses the voltmeter to "talk" and itself to
"l isten" so the voltmeter readings can be sent to the
calculator. The time taken by the calculator for the
readdressing is almost one mill isecond, however, so
the first three readings are lost. If the voltmeter had
been sent a T1 gllrenxarl code instead of T3, it would
not have started to take readings until readdressing
was complete and the arN line went false.

Output Format
Voltmeter readings can be supplied to the interface

bus in either of two formats. The normal format is
ASCII, in which each character is presented in one
byte as a single ASCII character. Each reading re-
quires seven bytes in fixed-point notation, compati-
ble with most free-field FORTRAN formatters.

If high reading rates are needed, readings can be
transferred in two bytes using the pRcrno format. The
PACKED format, however, does require that the user
write a special program for unpacking the data. The
ASCII format, though simpler to use, needs time to
handshake seven bytes plus the digit izing time, thus
restricting the overall reading rate significantly.

The pacxro format also reduces memory require-
ments for storage of data in the system controller.

Alert to Special Conditions
Special conditions needing the attention of the sys-

tem controller often arise in voltmeter applications.
Three conditions can cause the Model 3437A to pull
the interface SRq service request line true. The volt-
meter can be programmed so that any combination of
these three conditions (or none at all) will activate the
snq line.

The first of these is nRra READv. Normally, the sys-
tem controller triggers the voltmeter, then readdres-
ses itself and the voltmeter to accept the reading.
Certain output sequences, however, may keep the
interface bus tied up for a long time waiting for the
reading, preventing other devices from using the bus
(the longest sequence, using DELAY : 0.9999999 sec-
onds and NUM READINGS : 9999. is more than 2 hours
and 45 minutes). With DATA READv programmed to
pull the sRe line, the system can be programmed so
the voltmeter uses the bus only when it transfers a
reading.

IGNOR TRIG is programmed to pull SRe if a missed
trigger is significant, such as when digit izing a trans-
ient. At other times, as when operating in the "sampl-
ing oscil loscope" mode (Fig. 6J, ignored triggers
could be expected to occur. The voltmeter would then
be programmed so the IGNOR rruc status would not
affect the snq line.

The rmvaun pcM status occurs when the voltmeter
is given commands it cannot recognize. This is used
to pull the sRe line primarily as a help during de-

bugging procedures.
The voltmeter is programmed to respond to any

combination of these three conditions by the entering
of a number after the ENAB ReS* key is pressed (or
programmed). The number is derived by adding the
code numbers for the special conditions given on the
front panel, e.g., entering the number 3 causes ReS to
be activated if either an invalid trigger (2) occurs or an
invalid program command (1) is received. All of the
Rqs information is included in the byte sent in re-
sponse to a serial poll.

What's Inside
A simplif ied block diagram of the Model 3497A

System Voltmeter is shown in Fig. 7. The entire
analog section is inside a guard, permitting floating
measurements up to 'r42 volts off ground. Control
signals and data are coupled to and from the digital
section outside the guard by optical and transformer
isolators.

The input attenuator introduces 20 dB of attenua-
tion on the 10V range only. Otherwise, the signal
input goes directly to the autozero switch and then to
the input amplifier.

The input amplif ier gives a gain of 2 on the 1V and
10V ranges. On the 0.1V range, the feedback network
is switched to give a gain of 20 and system bandwidth
is reduced from about 1, MHz to 40 kHz to reduce the
effects of noise on low-level signal measurements.

The sample-and-hold switch follows the amplif ier.
Normally it is closed so the voltage on the sampling
capacitor tracks the input voltage. When a measure-
ment is init iated, the sample-and-hold switch opens,
ho ld ing  the  mos t  recen t  vo l t age  l eve l  on  the
capacitor. At the same time, the autozero switch con-
nects the amplif ier input to ground so the amplif ier
offset can be applied to the analog-to-digital conver-
ter to null out the offset that appears with the signal
on the sampling capacitor.

The output of the analog-to-digital converter goes
in serial-BCD format to the microprocessor, which
formats the data for the display. It also formats the
data for the interface bus in either the bvte-serial
ASCII or packed formats.

Digital Design
The microprocessor that controls the voltmeter op-

eration is the same control-oriented, parallel proces-
sor used in the Model 3455A Digital Voltmeter. It was
chosen because of its speed, which makes the voltme-
te r ' s  h igh  read ing  ra te  poss ib le .  The  m ic ro -
processor handles both the measurement cycle and
the interface, being able to do both jobs because very
litt le arithmetic is done.
.R0S is the abbreviation for the inlormation sent to a system controller in resp0nse t0 a system poll.
SR0 is the abbreviation l0r the interface bus l ine that causes the controller to init iate a poll whenev€r that
l ine goes true.
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Fig.7. Simplified block diagram of Model 3437A System Voltmeter.

To minimize hardware costs, it was desired to bring
as many tasks as possible inside the microprocessor.
Certain tasks, however, such as scanning the display,
place an undue burden on a microprocessor. It was
therefore decided to implement display scanning and
the trigger delay in hardware while all remaining
tasks are handled within the microprocessor,

To maximize processor availability, a single-level
priority-interrupt scheme was devised. It is sbuc-
tured so the interrupt system is engaged for no more
than 100 pr,s at a time. With only one interrupt level,
this guarantees a m€ximum response time of 1OO trcs to
the highest priority interrupt. By using the interrupt
sys tem,  the  processor  i s  re l ieved o f  the  t ime-
consuming task of polling various interrupts to de-
termine the next task.

A mainline program runs whenever there are no
interrupts awaiting service. The mainline program
scans the keyboard, interprets entries, and carries
through with the command task. Provision has been
made in both hardware and firmware to assure that
the mainline program is never locked outby recurring
interrupts (when outputting readings at its maximum
rate, the voltmeter processes about 30,000 interrupts
per second).

As mentioned previously, the scanned display was
implemented in hardware, The voltmeter's front
panel has 14 LED digits (7 segments each), and Zt
individual LED annunciators that show the current

program states. Data for the display is put into a pair
of 4 x 16 RAMs and scanned out to the LED digits and
annunciators. The microprocessor reads or writes this
memory the same as an I/O port but does not have to
update it continuously, changing data only when
necessary.
Interpolated Delay

As discussed previously, the voltmeter can gener-
ate a delayed trigger, programmable in 100-ns steps,
up to one second after the actual input trigger. To
insure accuracy and stability, digital delay is used.
Trigger generation is completely asynchronous to the
10-MHz clock, however, because of an analog inter-
polator. Without the interpolator, the delayed trigger
would have a timing uncertainty of 100 ns.

Operation of the delay interpolator is illustrated in
Fig. S. The occurrence of an external trigger sets a
flip-flop that starts a capacitor charging towards a
reference voltage. Normally, the capacitor voltage
would reach the reference in 100 ns, but the first clock
to occur after the trigger causes the charging current
to be interrupted, holding the charge on the capacitor.

The charge is held until digital counters count
down the desired number of 100-ns increments
minus one. Capacitor charging then resumes until the
voltage reaches the reference level, at which time the
delayed trigger is generated. This technique enables
delayed triggers to be generated asynchronously and
repetitively with less than 1O-ns jitter.

1 6
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Minimum Down Time

Model 3437A was designed to minimize the t ime

that a system would be out of service because of volt-
meter maintenance. The zener diode used for the re-
ference voltage, for example, has a typical drift of s
ppm/month, far below that which would affect the
voltmeter's readings. Because of this stability, no
trimmers are provided (or needed) for the reference
voltage. Instead, during final test, padding resistors
are selected by the computerized test systbm and in-
stalled permanently. The digital-to-analog converter
uses a fine-line, thin-film resistor set that is matched
within o.oto/o (see article following), hence, it needs
no trimmers either. In fact, the instrument has only
two trimming adjustments: a variable capacitor for
adjusting the input transient response, and a variable
resistor that compensates for production tolerances in
the offset of the analog-to-digital converter. Both of
these can be adjusted in less than 10 minutes using
internal test circuits, eliminating the need for a trip to
the calibration lab.

The digital-to-analog converter is an example of the
kind of no-trimmer design techniques used. This
conver te r  uses  the  t rad i t iona l  success ive-
approximation algorithm: at the start of a conversion,
a value equivalent to one-half of full scale is com-
pared to the unknown input. If the input is less than
this value, the value is switched out and a second,
smaller value switched in for comparison, If the input
is greater than one-half full-scale, the first value is
retained when the second value is switched in. Again,
a comparison is made and the second value is kept or
rejected according to the result. This process repeats
with smaller and smaller values until the limit of the
voltmeter's resolution is reached. The state of the
switches that insert or reject values thus corresponds
to the input voltage.

In the Model 3437 , the digital-to-analog converter

works with an offset so the unipolar converter can
work with bipolar inputs. A value of zero in the
successive-approximation register corresponds to the
most negative full-scale input (e.g.-1.998V), full
value corresponds to a full-scale positive input vol-
tage (+1.998V) and half value corresponds to zero
input. The first value in the successive-approximation
algorithm is thus an indicator of polarity.

A skeleton diagram of the converter is shown in
Fig. 9. The comparator responds to the sum of the
currents flowing into the summing node at its nega-
tive input. A fixed current flows into this node from
the positive reference, *V."1. One of the other two
currents results from the unknown input voltage and
the other flows from the minus reference voltage,
-V."i, through whatever bit-weighting resistors are
switched to -V."p. When the three currents sum to
zero, the summing node is at ground.

At the start of a conversion, resistor X1 is switched
to -V."6, If the summing node is then above ground,
the comparator indicates to the logic circuit that X1
should remain connected when X2 is switched to -V,"r

on the next clock pulse. If the summing node had
been below ground, X1 would have been discon-
nected at the time X2 was switched in. On each suc-
ceeding clock pulse, the next resistor is switched in
and retained or rejected on the following clock pulse
according to the result of the comparison. The total
current into the summing node thus approaches zero
as the conversion proceeds (the input amplifier offset
is applied to the positive input of the comparator,
rather than ground as shown here, to compensate the
reading for the offset).

X1, equivalent to 2000 counts in the display, is the
polarity indicator, being off for negative input vol-
tages and on for positive inputs. X2, equivalent to
1000 counts, corresponds to the most significant digit
(1 or 0J and the next four resistors, weighted 800, 400,
200, and 100, correspond to the next most significant
digit. Similarly, the remaining resistors are weighted
8 0 , 4 0 , 2 0 ,  a n d  1 0 ,  a n d  8 , 4 , 2 ,  a n d  1 t o  g i v e  t h e  3 %
digit reading in BCD format. For positive input vol-
tages, which give output values greater than 2000, the
microprocessor subtracts 2000 counts to obtain the
value for display. For negative input voltages, where
X1 would be off, the microprocessor subtracts the
A-to-D output from 1999 and inserts the negative sign
for the display,

Switching of the resistors is performed by CMOS
digital inverters with six matched inverters on a
single chip. The source voltage for the inverters is
supplied by amplif ier A1 which, by means of its oper-
at ional  ampl i f ier  conf igurat ion,  a lso establ ishes
the negative reference, -V."1, precisely equal in mag-
nitude to *Vr"s. The feedback path includes the out-
put resistance Ror1, of one of the inverters so the out-
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put of any of the inverters, when switched to the low
state, is at -V."g.

The advantage of this design is that when the out-
put of an inverter is high (ground level), there is no
cument in its associated resistance because the input
to the comparator, when balanced, is also at ground
level. Hence, the inverter output resistance, which in
the high state is about five times greater than in the
low state, has no effect on the mea$urement.

When in the low state, each inverter has arl effective
output resistance of +4O worst case because of the
feedback in amplifier A1 (inverter output resistances
are matched within 10%). With R equal to 50kO, the
maximum possible error in the second data bit is then
only 0.08 digit and the errors in succeeding inverters
are negligible because of the lower currents encoun-
tered (the first bit, and several other parameters, are
calibrated by the adjustment of V."1 during produc-
tion test). Hence, the bit-weighting resistors need no
compensating adjustments,

Minimum Power Consumption
Power consumption was reduced whenever possi-

ble to achieve cooler operation and thus enhance re-
Iiability. Because of this approach, a discrete series

Fig. 9. Switching arrangement
for part of the analoglo-digital
converter. There are actually 14
bit-weighting resislors to give a
3lz-digit reading in BCD format
with polarity sign.

regulator was chosen for the power supply rather than
one of the popular integrated circuit regulators. This
enabled the regulator to be designed for minimum
power dissipation with the particular load that the
voltmeter circuits present to it. Higher efficiency is
obtained by using a high-current PNP transistor as the
regulator, It functions when run into saturation,
where there may be as little as 300 mV between input
and output. In addition, at maximum current only 50
mV appears across the series current-sense resistor
(actually a 100-nH inductor). The power saved is sub-
stantial, as shown in the following table.

Power Supply Comparison

Power requirements: 5V+ 5 % i | :2 A@4.7 5V, 2.22A @5.2 5V.
Input voltage tolerance (line): nominally +7o/", -I3Y".

3437A Supply IC-regulator Supply
Maximum regulator input current

(includes base current): 2.044
Minimum regulator input voltage

(dropout): 5.1V
Typical time-average input voltage: 7.35V
Maximum regulator dissipation 6W
Typical power consumption: 15W
Maximum consumption: 1A.2W

3437A transformer efficiency: 90%; winding tolerance: t3olo. Rectifier forward voltage

tolerance:0.25V.

2.241.

7.3V
10 -12 .15v
11 .6 -14 .9w
22 .4 -27 .7w
27 .7 -32 .6w
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 3437A System Voltmeter

BANGES
Banges

10V dc
1 V  d c

0.1V dc

lvlax. Display
a  19 .98
a 1 .998
t .1  998

RANGING; Manual or Remote
STATIC ACCURACY (90 days,23"C a5"C):

'10V RANGE: 10.05% of reading a l.6 digits
1V F IANGE:  10 .03% of  read ing  11 .6  d ig i ts

0 .1V RANGE:  r0 .06o/0  o f  read ing  :1 .8  d ig i ts
TEMPERATURE COEFFTCTENT (0.C-50"C);

t0.002olo of reading/"C r0.05 digitsfc
INPUT BANDWIDTH (3 dB)

10V FIANGE:  1 .0  MHz
1 V F A N G E :  1 . 1  M H z

0.1V RANGE:  40  kHz
SETTLING TIME

10V RANGE, with 10V step input: Reading settles to within 30 mV of f inal value
in 7.5ps or to within 200 mV of f inal value in 700 ns.

1V RANGE, with 1V step input: Reading settles to within 3 mV ol f inal value in
1.5 / '1s or to within 20 mV of l inal value in 700 ns.

0 .1V RANGE,  w i th .1V s tep  input :  F lead ing  se t t les  to  w i th in  200 pV o l
final value in 25 /.rs.

COMMON MODE REJECTION (CMR) (with 1kO unbalance in low lead at dc to
60 Hz): >75 dB. (CM R is the ratio of the peak common-mode voltage to resultant

peak error vollage in the reading).
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS (kiaxial input with front and rear inputs in parallel):

INPUT IIVIPEDANCE:
10V RANGE:  R=1N,1Ot20% shunred by  <75 pF.

'1V RANGE:  R>103( )120% shunted  by  <75 pF.
0 .1V RANGE:  R>1osoa20% shunted  by  <75 pF.
l\4AXlMUi.4 INPUT VOLTAGE, HIGH TO LOW (on all ranges):

<130 V Peak.
MAxltvli iM VOLTAGE LOW TO CHASSIST a42 V Peak

NUMBEF OF READINGS (N RDGS): 0 to 9,999. When N=0, 3437A operates in
delay mode only.

MAXIMUM REAOING RATE (FEI\,IOTE AND N FiDGS>'1):
3.600 (l isten ratel)
3.600 + l isten rater

Parlod lljji-.1-ill----I
5 . /UU +  i lS len  ra tez

rListen rate is maximum speed (minimum delay) that l istenef can accept 7 data
bytes.

2listen rate is maximum speed (minimum delay) that l istener can accept 2 data
bytes.

DELAY
N RDGS:0  OFI  1 :0  to .9999999 s  in  0 .1 -us  s teDs.
N RDGS>1 (RE[.4OTE): fty' inimum to 0.9999999 s in 0.1-l1s steps.
Minimum delay is a function of l istener delay related by:

ASCll 277.A ps + l istener delay.
Packed: 175.4,us + l istener delay.

ACCURACY (Ext. trig to DELAY out, 0"C to 50'C):
DELAY OFFSET: 100 ns 1 25 ns (with <150 pF cable capacitance).
DELAY ACCUFACY: 10.008% DELAY setting + delay offset.

DELAY RFPEATABIL ITY (J ITTER)  FOFI  N BDGS :  O oT 1 :
DELAY OF 0  OR .1  ps : i  2  ns .
DELAY OF .2ps TO 50 ms: 110 ns + O.OOo2o/. DEI-AY setting
DELAY OF GREATER THAN 50 msr  1110 ns

DELAY OUTPUT: Low true TTL.
EXTERNAL TRIGGEH: Low kue TTL edge trigger.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 0 to 55-C.
HUMIDITY RANGE:  . :95% R.H. .  0  to  40 'C.
POWER:  100V,  120V,22OV,240V +  5%,  10" / . .48  Hz to  440 Hz l ine  opera t ion .

Less than 42VA.
DfMENSfONS:  212.7  mm wide  x  88 .9  mm h igh  x  527.1  mm deep (B-3 iB  x

31, x 203/a inches)
W E I G H T : 5 . 6  k g  ( 1 2 l b s . , 4  o z . )
PRICE lN U.S.A. :  $1900.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: LOVELAND INSTFU[,4ENT DIVISION

815 Fourteenth Street. S.W.
Loveland. Colorado 80537 U.S.A.
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Contemporary Design Practice in General-
Purpose Digital Multimeters
With lower cosf ands maller size, digital multimeters are now
found in a very broad range of applications. New
approaches lo design are required to meet the demands
posed by this universality.

by Roy D. Barker, Virgil L. Laing, Joe E. Marriott, and H. Mac Juneau

I IIGITAL MULTIMETERS are now more reliable,
I-l smaller, and lighter than they were a few years
ago, and they perform better at less cost. Conse-
quently, these versatile instruments are finding their
way into the hands of a much broader range of users,
necessitating new approaches on the part of the
designers.

Although circuit design innovations and advances
in semiconductor technology have contributed many
changes, a better understanding of customer use
-and accidental misuse-has created a need for more
thorough design evaluations. The product assurance
effort at HP's Loveland Instrument Division, for
example ,  i s  now about  even ly  sp l i t  be tween
potential-problem analysis and conventional reliabil-
ity engineering, such as component selection, in-
strument and component life testing, and failure
analysis

The goal of potential-problem analysis is to predict
the possibilities of user errors or misapplication
-now that the new, smaller, lighter, low-cost in-
struments are found in circumstances much less pro-
tective of their well-being-and to verify that new
instrument designs are immune from damage result-
ing from most of these possible misuses. Verification
is obtained by subjecting new designs to a rigorous set
of abuse tests.

Digital multimeters (DMMs) are particularly ap-
propriate for abuse testing because they are often ex-
posed to situations involving voltage and power
Ievels that are quite high, New multimeters being
designed at the Loveland Instrument Division now
must survive 230V ac intoony terminal pair onevery
function and range setting, massive current overloads
into the current measuring terminals, and to00 volts
dc (with a 50-mA current limit) into any terminal pair
with disallowed function or range settings (one in-
sidious way of obtaining disallowed function or
range conditions is to push more than one pushbut-
ton, such as ohms and volts, at the same time). They
must also survive a 1S-kV static discharge that simu-

lates the arc occurring when a person touches a metal-
lic object after walking across a carpet on a dry day.

The series of abuse tests is applied to prototype
instruments and the results communicated to the de-
sign engineers, who modify the design accordingly.
Out of this interchange, certain design principles
have emerged. For one, grounded traces are placed in
close proximity to the input and displays so any static
discharge will be drawn to ground before it would be
attracted to a vulnerable circuit component. Fuses in
series with the input circuits are used liberally (Fig.
1). The ohms input not only has a fuse, but also a
series resistance and limiting diodes to minimize
damage from an attempt to measure voltage while the
instrument is in the ohms mode. The amperes input is
now separated from the volt-ohms input to reduce the
likelihood that a voltage measurement would be at-
tempted while a low-impedance current shunt is in
the circuit. The logic for the front-panel switching is
designed so that if two buttons are pressed, the in-

Flg, 1. Both inputs to the Model 34764 Digital Multimeter
located on the side of the instrument, are fused. Sliding the
small panel to the right aligns the input holes with the f uses,
making them readily accesslb/e for replacement.
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An Economical 3%-Digit
Multimeter

Model 3476A, Hewlett-Packard's lowest priced drgrtal mul-
t imeter, is a 372-digit  instrument that measures dc and ac volts,
dc and ac current, and .esistance. l t  has autoranging and
autopolari ty select ion but i t  also has a range-hold function that
retains a range regardless of input changes. Ful l-scale ranges
a r e  f r o m  + 0 . 1 1 0 V t o  t 1 0 0 0 V d c  a n d  a c ,  + 0 , 1 1 0  a n d  + 1 . 1 0  A
dc and ac, and 1 .10 kO to 1 1 ,000 kO. Mid-range dc accuracy is
+(03% of reading + 1 digit) ,  The frequency range for ac vol-
tage and current measurements is 45 Hz to 5 kHz.

The most str iking feature of this compact instrument is i ts
unorthodox shape, a shape that evolved Jrom human factor
considerations. The thin, f lat enclosure al lows the instrument to
be carr ied conveniently in a brief case or in a tool box. The
upward slope on the forward edge of the top surface provides a
convenient f inger rest to prevent the instrument from sl iding
away when the pushbuttons are pressed. l t  also provides a
handy grip for picking up the instrument, The "roof" over the
display shields the LED display from direct l ight, enhancing i ts
readabil i ty, The r im running below and up at each end oJ the row
of pushbuttons protects the buttons from impact should the
rnstrument be dropped accidental ly.

Hewlett-Packard already offers an autoranging 372-digit  mul-
t imeter, the hand-held Model 9704 Probe Mult imeter (Hewlett-
Packard Journal, November 1 973). The design goal for the new
Model 34764 was to get improved performance at lower cost by
el iminating the circuit  restraints imposed by the small  size of the
probe mult imeter. Consequently, Model 34764 uses discrete
components on a wave-soldered prrnted-circuit  board rather
than the hybrid circuit  used in the probe mult imeter. This re-
duced production costs below those incurred by the wire-
bonded hybrid circuit ,  Even the power transformer is wave-
soldered into the instrument during the single soldering opera-
t ion. However, to assure that high impedance is maintained at
the input under al l  normally encountered environmental condi-
t ions, Teflon insulated wire and Tefion cloverleaf insulators are
used,  and th is  en ta i i s  some hand w i r ing .

On the other hand, the monoli thic digital integrated circuit

strument wil l go to the least vulnerable mode, usually
the volts mode.

As a result, the new generation of DMMs is consid-
erably tougher and more forgiving of accidental abuse
than earlier generations,

Integrating the Attenuator
Advances in technology continue to improve the

price/performance ratio achieved with new multime-
ter designs. One area that unti l recently had not bene-
fited from new technology is the precision attenuator
that ult imately determines a multimeter's accuracy.
Historically, DMMs have used discrete wirewound
resistors. Some use has been made of laser-trimmed
thin-fi lm and thick-fi lm resistors, but these have usu-
ally been limited to values below one megohm if
stable materials are used. One way around this l imita-
tion is found in the Model 970,4' Probe Multimeter
which has low-cost discrete resistors of 1% accuracy
in series with thin-fi lm resistors; the thin-fi lm resis-

developed for the Model 97OA Probe Mult imeter is used in the
Model 34764 because i t  reduces the large number of intercon-
nections and parts that any digital mult imeter needs. This inte-
grated circuit includes counters, buffer storage, code conversion
for the display, display scanner, autorange circuits, several
ROMs, and most of the analog switching. l t  was modif ied for the
34764 application to include the range-hold function.

Costs were reduced further by use of the f ine-l ine, thin-f i lm
resistor pack (see main art icle) that was not avai lable at the t ime
of the probe mult imeter's development. The instrument's read-
out is a newly developed monoli thic LED display similar to but
larger than the LED displays used in the probe mult imeter and
also rn HP hand-held calculators. l t  displays measured values
d i rec t l y  in  vo l ts ,  k i lohms,  o r  amperes .

One version of the new mull imeter is designed for ac l ine
operation only (Model 34764) and another version operates
from internal NiCad batteries (Model 34768). The battery-
powered version operates up to eight hours on one battery
cnarge ano recnarges overnrgnt.

tors are trimmed to establish the accuracy of the series
combinations.

Using thin-fi lm resistors exclusively would reduce
costs by eliminating several discrete components and
the handling and soldering they entail. Tantalum nit-
ride is a preferred material for a thin-film resistor
because it has controllable temperature response,
lends itself readily to vacuum deposition techniques,
and the finished product is stable and durable. The
drawback is that a thin deposition of tantalum nitride
has a maximum resistance of 100O per square, giving
a practical maximum limit of about 60 kO using con-
ventional thin-fi lm techniques,

This has now been changed by appl icat ion of
state-of-the-art photomasking and other semiconduc-
tor  processing techniques to the fabr icat ion of
tantalum-nitride resistors. Thin-fi lm resistors can
now be made with a l ine width of only 5 microns thus
making it practical to obtain resistance values as high
as 10 M,0. A 10-MO resistor 5 microns wide turns out
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Fig.2. FineJine res/stor sef used in the Model 3465A Digital
Multimeter is on a substrale measuring 4.5x4.5 mm. The
square area in the upper right is a 1)-MAreslstor m a square
spiral pattem. With a S-micron line width and S-micron spac-
ing, the lines are indistinguishable in this photo.

to be 500 millimeters long but when deposited with
only S-micron spacing between lines, it can be con-
tained in a square less than 2.5 mm on a side.

With this technique, all of the resistors needed for a
digital multimeter can be deposited on one sapphire
substrate (Fig. Z). This close.packed arrangement as-
sures that the resistance values track closely with
changes in temperature, maintaining constant resis-
tance ratios for more accurate performance. It also
reduces space requirements. If implemented with
discrete resistors, the same resistor set would require
four square inches (2500 mm2) of printed circuit
board.

The final leg of each thin-film resistor has a series of
parallel shorting links that cause the total resistance
to be lower than the desired value. These are opened

selectively by a laser beam under computer control,
effectively adding lengths of resistor to the total. Once
an index mark on the substrate is located, a computer
controls the X-Y positioning of the substrate accord-
ing to the measured value of the resistor, moving the
appropriate link under the laser beam for dissolution.
In this way, each resistor is brought up to the desired
value and the resistance ratios for each set of resistors
can be trimmed to an accuracy of better than 50 parts
per million.

Not only does this technique achieve good accu-
racy but it also lowers production costs by reducing
the time needed for calibrating the finished instru-
ment. It is a major contributor towards reducing the
costs of the new HP DMM's while improving perfor-
mance and reliability.

Rethinking the Circuits
The basic block diagram of a DMM hasn't changed

(see Fig. 3), but advances in semiconductor technol-
ogy require repartitioning of the functions to take
advantage of large-scale integrated-circuit technol-
ogy without sacrificing performance. For example, an
autoranging multimeter with a dual-slope analog-
to-digital converter requires a large number of
switches for analog signals. Since the switches are
conholled by MOS control logic in a large-scale in-
tegrated circuit, it would be expedient to use MOS
transistors as those switches.

MOS transistors, however, cannot directly replace
mechanical switches because of resistance and vol-
tage limitations. For one, MOS switches having ON
resistances less than 100 ohms are too large to be
practical and economical in a conventional circuit
configuration. For another, the substrate on which all
the logic and MOS switches are fabricated behaves as
a "back-side" gate, so the source-to-substrate voltage
of each switch modulates the switch's ON resistance.
This "back-gate" bias effect thus constrains the use of
MOS transistors as switches to applications where the
source voltage is at or near circuit ground.

This suggests the use of an operational amplifier for

Fig. 3. Generalized block dia-
gram of a digital multimeter. lndi-
vidual instruments may differ in
details.
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A Precision 3lz
Model 34354 Digital Mult imeter is a 3/z digit  instrument that

has better accuracy (0,1%) than Model 3476A, a wider fre-
quency range for ac signals (to 100 kHz), and higher sensit ivi ty
for resistance measurements (1O-mO resolut ion). l t  measures
dc and ac volts wrth ful l-scale ranges from 200mV to 1200V,
resistance f rom 20O ful l-scale to 20 MO, and dc and ac current
rangrng from 200 pA ful l-scale to 2000 mA, with automatic
polari ty indication and either manual or automatic range selec-
t ion (except when measuring current).  Lighted front-panel an-
nunciators show the tunction and range selected.

An optional "touch-hold" probe enables a voltage reading to
be retained on display when a pushbutton switch on the probe
body is pressed. This faci l i tates measurements in situations
where i t  may be dif f icult  to hold the probe in posit ion while
looking away to read the measurement.

Pressing the button on the probe grounds the amperes input,
which is converted to a logic input whenever the instrument is
switched to either the dc or ac volts mode. Grounding the
amperes input interrupts the voltmeter's logic circuits so voltage
sampling is stopped and the most recent reading is retained on

Digit Multimeter
display. Releasing the button restores normal operation.

Model 34354 is powered by a sealed lead-acid storage bat-
tery that can give more than 10 hours of continuous operation
with only 12 hours recharge (a bui l t- in charger is included). With
a new high-eff iciency LED display, the voltmeter dissipates only
three watts, not only extending battery l i fe, but also enhancing
accuracy, stabi l i ty, and rel iabi l i ty by keeping internal tempera-
tures low.

Model 34354 uses the f ine-l ine resistors and the single-
reference A-to-D converter described in the accompanying ar-
t icle, giving i t  high-grade performance at low cost. Servicing
and cal ibrat ion costs are also low because there are only four
potentiometers and two capacitors that require adjustment dur-
ing routine cal ibrat ion procedures,

The instrument is housed in a tough plast ic case, well  suited
for appl icat ions requir ing portabi l i ty. The carrying handle dou-
bles as a bai l ,  being able to rotate through 15 posit ions, each
secured by a posit ive locking detent. An optional version (Opt.
002) is in a modular cabinet that can be racked or stacked with
other HP modular instruments (see photo below)

an attenuator, using a switched feedback network for
the various ranges as shown in Fig. 4a. The opera-
tional amplif ier establishes a virtual ground at the
summing point at its inverting input where the
swi tches are.  The problem wi th MOS t ransis tor
back-gate bias is thus eliminated. The problem with
the ON resistance remains, however. The ON resis-
tance in series with the 1-kO resistor of Fig. 4a must
satisfy the following relationship if it is to introduce
less than a one-count error in a full-scale reading in a
2000-count (S%-digit) voltmeter:

RoN< loooo :  
o '5o

2000

This is a value much lower than that realizable at the
present t ime.

The effect of the MOS transistor ON resistance can
be reduced significantly by shift ing the summing

point to the other side of the MOS switches and then
using additional MOS switches to connect the ap-
propriate summing point to the amplif ier's inverting
input, as shown in Fig. 4b. The ON resistance of a
MOS switch in series with the 10-MO input resistance
easily satisfies the relationship (for a L-count error in
a 2000-count voltmeterl:

_ 1jr! 'o :5ooooRoN < t  
,ooo

The switches between the summing points and the
amplif ier's inverting input contribute negligible er-
rors because very l itt le current f lows through them.

To prevent errors from source-to-substrate leakage
currents in the OFF switches, the MOS switch fabrica-
tion process must be carefully controlled. A 200-mV
input to the attenuator of Fig. 4 results in a mere 20 nA
flowing through the 10-MO resistor. This corres-
ponds to 10 pA per  count  in  a 2000-count  vol t -
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Flg. 4. (a) Range-switching arrangement. (b) Modification
that reduces effect of MOS-translstor "on" resistance. Here,
51 and 56 are switched on to se/ect one range, 32 and 57
(not shown) select another, and so on to 55 and 510.

meter. Thus, the sum of oll leakage currents must be
less than 10 pA to avoid errors from this source.

Lower-Cost Circuits
New ideas in circuit design continue to reduce the

number and precision of parts used in multimeters.
An example is the dual-slopeA-to-D converterwidely
used in digital multimeters. A simplified diagram of
one such converter is shown in Fig. 5. If R1 and Sz
were removed from this diagram, the result would be
an autozeroed single-polarity (Vi.,<0) converter of
traditional design.

The conversion cycle starts in autozero with St to
ground and the voltage building up on C2 causing the
current flow through Cr to go to zero. The resulting
voltage on C1 is the difference between the integrator
and comparator offset.

Next, 54 opens with C2 holding the zeroing voltage
and St connects to the input voltage. Integrator
capacitor C1 now charges for a fixed time established
by the control circuit. Then, 51 switches to ground,
53 closes, and Ct discharges until it reaches the au-
tozero voltage. At this time, the comparator changes
states signaling the end of discharge. The time to
discharge is proportional to the input voltage.

Dual-polarity operation has been added to this
basic circuit by switching R2 to a -10V reference or
by using an op amp circuit that inverts the +10V
reference to create a negative reference, or by charg-
ing a capacitor with the *10V reference and switch-
ing both ends of the capacitor to create a negative
reference. The same result can be accomplished by

Fig. 5. Single-reference, dual
slope A-to-D converter is au-
tozeroed wh i I eswltch 52 ls c/osed.
Opening 52 during integrator dis-
charge is then equivalent to
switching to a negative reference.
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Extending the Ranges of a Digital
Multimeter

Present-day digital mult imeters typical ly have four to seven
ranges for each function but by taking advantage of the high
input impedances and low input bias currents characterist ic
of today's mult imeters in the voltmeter mode, resistances ano
currents beyond those specified for the multimeter can oe
measured.

Very High Resistances
Resistances well  into the gigaohm region are easi ly made

with the aid of an external source and the selup shown in the
diagram, The mult imeter is in the dc volts mode.

Rx

[=HAfu
6\ { "o"uV f 

ttomol
__o-..-r DMM

The unknown is found by evaluating the formula:

For example, i f  Vs6uq6g is 1 0V dc, Reyy is 10 MO, and Vo6 is
100 mV,

/ \
R " : l o M o [ 1 o - 0 1 | : r r o r o^  \  

0 . 1  
t

l f  the DMM input resistance is very high, say >1010, i t  is a
simple matter to arr ive at reasonable numbers by paral lel ing the
input with a 10 MO resistor.

Very Low Currents
A digital mult imeter can be used in the dc volts mode as a

nanoammeter where the mult imeter's input resistance serves
as the current shunt, as shown in the diagram below

Rorn
(10MO)

OMM

The unknown current, i" ,  is derived by evaluating the formula:

, : 
t9lt41-

Hovv
lf Vo* were 100 mV and Rpy1,1 were .10 MO, i" would be 10 nA.
lf  the input were paral leled by a 1 .1 1 1 MO resistor, the effect ive
Rp"" would be 1 MO and the mult imeter would then read in nano-
amperes direct ly.

Pitfalls
Obviously, a manufacturer could include these ranges rn rne

original design. Why doesn't  he? The primary l imit ing factor is
input bias current. No matter how good the input ampli f ier
may be, there is a small  amount of bias current, typical ly 10 to
100 pA, that can interfere with the measurement, and this cur-
rent can change drastical ly with temperature. A voltage read-
ang taken with the unknown impedance connected while no
signal is appl ied wil l  indicate the amount of error attr ibutable
to the input bias current.

A second l imit ing factor is the voltage applied in the ohms
mode. To prevent component damage in the circuit  under test,
the open-circuit  voltage of most DMMs in the ohms mode is
l imited to 5 volts dc. No such constraint exists when an external
source is used but the operator should evaluate the possibi l i t ies
for damage beforehand. Also, i f  very high voltages are used for
very high resistances, prudent shielding should be the rule
and a high-quali ty capacitor ought to be connected across the
mult imeter input to reduce noise.

Trading Resolution for Reduced Burden
There are t imes when making measurements of current or

resistance at less than 10"k of ful l  scale may result in more
meaningful results, In measurements of current, for example, a
typical voltage burden (voltage drop across the DMM input
terminals) of 100 mV would be reduced to 1 0 mV by switching to
the next higher range. Measurement accuracy and resolut ion
are reduced by a factor of 10, but may st i l l  be high enough for
many measurements. The disturbance to the measurement
caused by the voltage burden, on the other hand, is also re-
duced, so measurement accuracy may actual ly be increased.

For resistance measurements, a typical 1-volt  burden is re-
duced to 0,1 volt  by going to the next higher range. In many
instances this would reduce errors caused by conduction in
sol id-state devices, again enhancing accuracy.

R, : Rouv ( u*,1#,", 
)

'i 
.,..,.,.,"r,{

using only R1 and 52, as shown in Fig. 5. 52 is left on
during autozero so the effect of its current is nulled,
just like other currents flowing into the integrator, S2
is left closed continuously until a negative current is
required at the integrator. Then by opening 52, the
removal of the precision positive current through R1
appears to the integrator like the application of a
precision negative current,
Acknowledgments
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1-pV Resolution in a Low-Cost4lz
Digit Multimeter

Model 3465A/8 Digital N/ult imeter has a 20-mV ful l-scale dc
voltage range that gives a resolut ion of 1 pV, very useful for
measuring the outputs of strain gages and thermocouples or
dri f t  in precision voltage sources. The maximum resolut ion on ac
voltage measurements is 10 pV, on measurements of current
(ac or dc) i t  is 10 nA, and on resistance measurements, 10 mO.
Open-circuit  voltage on the most sensit ive ohms range does not
exceed 5 volts to prevent damage to most semiconductor de-
v ices .

Midrange dc accuracy is +0.02"/" + 1 digit .  The trequency
range for ac measurements is 40 HzIo 20 kHz.

Model 34654/8 is manual ranging with autopolari ty and au-
tozero. Like Model 34354, i t  can work with the optional "touch-
hold" probe to retain a measured value on display whenever the
pushbutton on the probe is pushed.

Roy D. Barker
Roy Barker g rad uated with a BSEE
degree lrom the University of Ok-
lahoma in 1962 and worked in
satel l i te{racking instrumentation
and microwave data l inks before
joining Hewlett-Packard in 1967.
At HP, Roy was init ial ly involved in
production engineering, then be-
came involved in lC design and
production before becoming sec-
t ion manager for digital voltmeters
In his off  hours, Roy l ikes to go
cross-country ski ing, of ien with his
wife and B-year-old son, and he
also enjoys woodworking.

This mult imeter is avai lable in two versions. Model 34654 is in
a modular cabinet that is readi ly combined with other modules
for rack mounting or bench stacking. l t  has a variety of power
options, including rechargable Nicad batteries with internal
charger, throw-away type-D dry cel ls (alkal ine cel ls give 60
hours continuous operation), or ac l ine. The dry-cel lversion can
also operate on dc supplied from hand-held calculator battery
chargers .

Model 34658 is housed in a streamlined plast ic case wrth
carrying handle. l t  is powered by ac l ine and rechargable Nicad
battenes.

Like Models 34764 and 34354, Model 34654/8 achieves
quali ty performance at low cost by extensive use of computer-
aided test ing, laser-tr immed f ine-l ine resistors in the attenuator,
and a single-reference bipolar A-to-D converter.

Virgi l  L. Laing
Virgi l  Laing f irst worked in lC de-
velopment upon joining HP in
1968,  subsequent ly  becoming
project leader for the NMOS pro-
cess used for the 9800-series Cal-
cu la to r  ROMs.  He then des igned
a major part o{ the lC used in the
9704 Probe Mult imeter. Then
he became project manager
for the Model 3435A Mult imeter.
He has bachelor 's, master 's, and
PhD degrees in electr ical en-
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Joe E. Marriott
A 1969 graduate of the University
of Utah (BSEE) Joe Marriott
joined HP that same year, going
to work on the Model 34034 True-
rms Voltmeter, Returning to HP
fol lowing a tour of duty with the
National Guard, Joe contr ibuted
to the 970A and 34654 Voltmeters.
While working on the 34764/8
Joe became project manager.

' Along the way, he earned an
MSEE degree at Colorado State
University in the HP Honors Co-op
program. Married, and with a
2-year-old daughter, Joe cross-

country skis, hikes, plays vol leybal l ,  and occasional ly does
some photography.

l

)

H. Mac Juneau

the HP Loveland faci l i t ies lC lab.
He has a BSEE degree from
Swarthmore College (Philadelphia)
and MSEE and PhD degrees from

to a school playground design. He also does some woodwork-
ing and creates welded sculptures.

Mac Juneau joined HP in 1967,
going to work on the Model 34804
Digital Voltmeter and then on
high-speed A{o-D converters as
project manager. For three years,
Mac was product assurance

'\*" manager with t ime out as project
' - T L

! l  manager for the Model 3476A
I { Mult imeter. He is now manager of
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